NOVEMBER 2022 ASTROLOGICAL OUTLOOK
SPECIAL PRICING ON CONSULTATIONS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES THIS MONTH
GREETINGS:
One eclipse done (10/25), one to go (11/8), so hold onto what is left of your sanity
and use my new tag line: MISERY BE GONE! After all, hurdles are master teachers
of growth and development. The good news is that everything in life comes to pass,
and the continuing blustery energy of October improves after the first 10 days of
November, and moves into a new, positive phase on 11/20 and gives us hope and
optimism to share with others as the Dark Night of the Soul recedes slowly. The
thought that has sustained me in recent months is “The hand of love that has
guided you thus far will not abandon you now”.
With the Sun, Mercury and Venus occupying space in the murky waters of Scorpio,
with quicksand on the bottom of the lake, diving deep and seeing clearly is an
ongoing challenge. The second eclipse in a month rolls in on election day 11/8,
enlivened with the presence of revolutionary Uranus joining the Full Blood Moon
in Taurus, guaranteeing to unleash tsunamis of unexpected surprises and a call for
action. Eclipses bring revelations as well as endings. The day before the Total
Eclipse (11/7) Venus and Saturn struggle so we can learn to say “no” and redraw
our boundaries. Change accelerates as planets in Scorpio drop into the South Node
of the Moon, allowing us to release what no longer serves us. We will then be able
to rearrange our goals; we are weeding our garden so there is room for new
growth. The first portion of November brings relationship issues to the fore,
getting everything out in the open.
From 11/9 – 11/11 a more stable platform arrives and Venus and Neptune support
healing what has been broken. On 11/15 Venus and Jupiter expand this process
and on 11/16 Venus leads the parade into optimistic, fortunate, unlimited
Sagittarius, and we move out of deep water into alchemical fire energy where it is
easier to focus on the positive. As Mercury (11/17) and the Sun (11/20 - 11/22)
return to Sagittarius there is a bonus of positive support as the Sun and Jupiter
make a supportive triangle and Mercury and Venus join together in a leap of faith,
bringing positive results, AND THEN IT GETS EVEN BETTER: Jupiter, the planet of
abundant life begins his forward movement just as the New Moon in Sagittarius

occurs (11/23). At this time there are strong energies for positive change,
optimism for the future and a great time to set new intentions, imagining where
you want to see yourself in the coming year. With the Sun, Moon, Mercury, and
Venus joining together, we have a force of nature urging us forward with
confidence.
Mars continues to bedevil us until January as he disrupts our thought and speech
patterns during his retrograde, mischievous period of perfecting the Trickster
energy. Fortunately, he is being balanced by Saturn in Aquarius, which brings
structure to everything if we practice patience and persistence. As you may
imagine, the patterns that roll forward in early November are not for the faint of
heart: our Shadow is chasing us so we can make peace with what we fear and have
ignored in the past. It is time for new tools and new awareness as we develop a
more realistic assessment of life and our place in it. November is a month for major
breakthroughs that lead us to important shifts in awareness and behavioral change.
In case you missed my announcement on 10/31 of lower special pricing on
consultations and gift certificates during November. The month of November
brings me to the end of 51 years of amazing grace and growth as I have shared my
knowledge of Astrology, Psychology, and Healing Rituals with you as we grew
together. As I begin year 52 (and counting), I want to make it a bit easier on your
wallet to use my services.
With that thought in mind, I am offering special roll back pricing to you in
November:
•
•
•

Consultations for one hour will be reduced to $195
Consultations for 30 minutes will be reduced to $100
All gift certificates purchased in November will be at these prices and
good through November 30, 2023.

It is my honor to share your journeys with you for all of these decades. Most of
the time I believe I have learned more from you than I shared with you.

Wishing you an amazing month of growth in November, a Happy Thanksgiving
with those you love, success beyond the wildest dreams of your ancestors, and
unlimited abundant life!
GO ASTROS!
NAN

